
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a manager, international. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for manager, international

Review of contracts to ensure proper revenue recognition application and
review of related significant balance sheet accounts
As needed, assist in the drafting of the quarterly and annual reports on Form
10-Q‘s and 10-K’s
Review tax accounting and financial statement disclosure
Develops and enhances the international benefits governance model for
supporting International locations, with primary focuses on strategy,
financing, development, integration and communication of benefits
programs, including health, life, disability, retirement, vacation/personal time,
leave of absence management other miscellaneous benefits programs
Provide a full range of tax planning, consulting, and compliance expertise to
individual and corporate clients in a wide variety of industries
Cultivate client advisor relationships and effectively present client service
capabilities
Develop and lead team members
Build a professional network
Develop short-term, medium-term and long-term pricing strategies for
maximizing revenue by analyzing the competitive marketplace, identifying
new revenue opportunities and leveraging pricing tools to respond to
competitor actions
Manage relationship with International sales leadership and other
internal/external teams, coordinating on commercial actions and strategies
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Ability to drive/conduct strategic discussions/presentations
MUST have Transfer Pricing experience
Management and delivery of operational security, and risk analysis
programmes within the region (as assigned within EMEA, APac, ANZ),
including establishing a risk register and security operating procedures
Review, monitor, advise and if necessary coordinate security for Corporate
events, News, Sports, TV and Film productions, as needed
Providing and publishing ongoing analysis and assessment of security risks
Ensuring compliance with NBCU Physical Security Infrastructure Standards for
all existing and new facilities


